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The Extra Big & Loud timer features a rugged 
water resistant housing and variable volume control, 
allowing the user to set up to a maximum volume  
of 110 dB - ideal in busy professional kitchens.  

When a countdown alarm sounds, the count up 
timer starts so you will see how much time elapses 
after your alarm. The memory keeps your last 
countdown setting. The timer incorporates two 
magnetic pads and a flip-out stand. The unit 
measures 28 x 90 x 130 mm and is powered by 
a 9 volt PP3 battery.

Extra BIG & LOUD timer

DIGITAL KITCHEN TIMERS

This countdown/up timer incorporates a louder 
than average 80 dB audible alarm.  The timer is  
fully programmable, allowing the user to set the 
time up to 99 minutes and 59 seconds or 19 hours 
and 59 minutes.

The unit is powered by one AAA battery and is 
designed to sit on a worktop or be attached to an 
appliance via the magnetic pad at the rear of 
the instrument.

Countdown/up timer - hours, mins & secs

Order code Description
806-105 Countdown/up timer

Order code Description
806-160 Extra Big & Loud timer

This countdown timer offers water resistance to 
IP65 along with a large digital display and audible 
alarm with variable volume control, allowing the 
user to set up to a maximum volume of 95 dB.

The keypad allows the user to set times up to 99 
hours, 99 minutes and 99 seconds.  The timer 
incorporates magnetic pads and a keyhole slot for 
wall-mounting or attaching to an appliance. The 
unit measures 22 x 89 x 130 mm and is powered 
by two AAA batteries.

Water resistant countdown timer

Order code Description
806-150 Water resistant countdown timer

This countdown/up timer incorporates a louder 
than average 70 dB audible alarm.  The timer is fully 
programmable, allowing the user to set the time up 
to 99 minutes and 59 seconds.

The unit is powered by one AAA battery and is 
designed to sit on a worktop or be attached to 
an appliance via the magnetic pad at the rear 
of the instrument.

Countdown/up timer - mins & secs

Order code Description
806-101 Countdown/up timer
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